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The ionization and fragmentation dynamics of iodine molecules (I2) are traced using very
intense (1014 W cm2) ultra-short (60 fs) light pulses with 87 eV photons of the Freeelectron LASer at Hamburg (FLASH) in combination with a synchronized femtosecond
optical laser. Within a pump–probe scheme the IR pulse initiates a molecular
fragmentation and then, after an adjustable time delay, the system is exposed to an
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intense FEL pulse. This way we follow the creation of highly-charged molecular
fragments as a function of time, and probe the dynamics of multi-photon absorption
during the transition from a molecule to individual atoms.

1. Introduction
How does intense XUV (extreme ultra-violet) or X-ray radiation couple with atoms,
molecules, and matter in general? This question is in the focus of research with
free-electron lasers (FELs) that provide femtosecond light pulses with unprecedented intensities of 1015 W cm2 and more. Under these conditions atoms are
ionized by multi-photon transitions, and charge states are reached that are
inaccessible by single-photon absorption.1,2 Moreover, atomic resonances were
found to further enhance the eﬃciency of high charge-state production in heavy
atoms.3,4 In contrast to the atomic case, experiments with rare-gas clusters yielded
a more subtle picture. On the one hand, a large fraction of only singly charged
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monomers were observed. The occurrence of these low charge states was
assumed to be due to charge redistribution involving neighbouring neutral atoms
as well as nano-plasma formation and recombination prior to fragmentation. On
the other hand, intensity selective experiments in the so X-ray regime revealed a
complete absence of low charge states at highest intensities, a feature which is
still under debate.6 The processes involved in radiation-induced fragmentation
are, thus, strongly dependent not only on the atomic structure, the actual wavelength and the intensity, but also on the direct environment of a specic atom of
interest embedded in a molecule, a cluster, or any complex system in general.
The understanding of the fragmentation dynamics of molecules irradiated by
X-ray photon pulses is crucial for the realization of single-molecule imaging with
FELs which relies on the “diﬀract before destroy” concept.7 It must be ensured
that the reconstructed structure is still that of the intact molecule. Therefore, the
dynamics of absorption and charge redistribution as well as the accompanied
nuclear motion is of interest on the femtosecond time scale, i.e. the typical
duration of the FEL pulses.8 Particularly, the localized photon absorption at heavy
constituents with large cross sections eﬃciently triggers electron rearrangement
throughout the molecule within a few femtoseconds. For small molecules, this
has been investigated in two recent studies on methylselenol9 and ethylselenol,10
which contain selenium atoms as the heavy absorption centre. Even for 5 fs FEL
pulses charge rearrangement and considerable displacement of the atomic
constituents were observed.
Here, we trace the XUV absorption dynamics of iodine molecules (I2) during
the transition from a molecule to individual atoms. Besides the advantageous
slow nuclear motion of the heavy iodine atoms the system exhibits strong similarities with Xe concerning photon-induced excitation and absorption cross
sections in the XUV. Both, xenon and iodine are very eﬃciently excited with
90 eV photons via shape or giant resonances which results in a highly eﬀective
coupling of intense FEL radiation.2 In the present experiment we use ultra-short
XUV pulses of the Free-electron LASer at Hamburg (FLASH) in combination with a
synchronized femtosecond optical laser. Within a pump–probe scheme the
nuclear dynamics as well as the charge state of I2 were followed as a function of
time. The IR pulse initiates a molecular fragmentation and then, aer an
adjustable time delay, the system is exposed to an intense FEL pulse. By
measuring the kinetic energies and the charge states of coincident ions that
emerge from dissociating I2 molecules we monitor the inter-nuclear distance
dependent absorption of intense FEL radiation. Our results conrm, and largely
extend recent IR–XUV pump–probe studies with I2 at FLASH.11,12 In addition,
changes in the ionization dynamics along the transition from molecular to atomic
iodine are presented and discussed.

2. Experimental setup
The experiment was performed at FLASH using the focused beam (30 mm
diameter) of beamline BL2. Pulses with 87 eV photons were delivered at a repetition rate of 10 Hz, and pulse durations of approximately 60 fs (FWHM) and
intensities up to 3  1014 W cm2 were reached. The FEL beam was focused into a
supersonic gas jet containing iodine molecules. Solid iodine was heated up to
400 K inside a reservoir containing helium gas at a stagnation pressure of about
42 | Faraday Discuss., 2014, 171, 41–56
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1 bar resulting in a He : I2 ratio of approximately 50 : 1. The gas mixture was
expanded through a heated 30 mm diameter nozzle to create a supersonic jet. By
means of a reaction microscope13 we detected in coincidence the ionic fragments
that emerged from the ionization of target molecules by the FEL. While the XUV
beam was directly focused into the gas jet, the IR laser was focused with a lens
outside of the vacuum system, deected by 90 degree with a holey mirror and
overlapped collinearly with the FEL beam. Both foci were merged at the same
point in the target (see Fig. 1). The IR laser provided 800 nm pulses synchronized
with the FEL (10 Hz) with pulse durations of 80 fs (FWHM).14 Aer focusing the
IR beam onto a diameter of 50 mm (FWHM) we reached a maximum intensity of
approximately 3.4  1014 W cm2.
During the IR–XUV pump–probe experiments the arrival time of the IR laser
was varied and continuously scanned over a range of 10 ps in total. Unfortunately, due to technical reasons, some of the usually available IR–XUV synchronization tools for oﬄine pulse arrival-time correction at FLASH were not running
properly. Therefore, the pulse-to-pulse timing-jitter as well as long time dris
resulted in an overall temporal resolution for the arrival times between XUV and
IR pulses on the order of one picosecond or slightly better. The spatial overlap was
adjusted by simultaneously monitoring both beams on a screen that was moved
into the interaction point. In order to visualize the XUV beam the screen is coated
with a uorescing powder (ZnS). The temporal overlap of the IR and XUV pulses
was found by scanning the delay stage and monitoring the emission characteristic
of the ions, which is diﬀerent for a preceding or a delayed IR pulse.
Both beams, XUV and IR, were polarized along the gas-jet direction (i.e. in the
drawing plane of Fig. 1). The ionic fragments created by ionization in the centre of
the reaction microscope were accelerated perpendicular to the gas-jet beam and
the FEL beam (i.e. out of the plane in Fig. 1) by a homogeneous electric eld of

Fig. 1 Sketch of the experimental setup. The FEL beam passes the IR deﬂection mirror
from behind through a 5 mm hole. The XUV and IR beam are focused into the gas target
and dumped onto a tilted copper blade to suppress stray light. Diﬀerential pumping stages
before and behind the interaction chamber ensure XHV conditions (<1011 mbar) at the
interaction point. The main chamber comprises a reaction microscope (not shown, see
text) for coincident ion detection.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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35 V cm onto a large area channel-plate detector (120 mm diameter) with
position readout (0.1 mm resolution). The time-of-ight (TOF) and position
information allows us to reconstruct the three-dimensional momentum of each
ion. As most of them emerge from the Coulomb explosion of multiply charged I2
molecules they carry a signicant amount of kinetic energy (up to 100 eV). This
complicates the unique assignment of ion pairs IQ1+ and IQ2+ that emerge from
one molecule with a total charge of Q1 + Q2 because the ight-time distributions
for diﬀerent species start to overlap. The charge state separation by the ions' timeof-ight alone is hardly possible for such high kinetic energies. Therefore, we use
the method of coincident ion detection and the application of momentum
conservation to unambiguously identify the two ions that belong to one molecule.
In the analysis we request that the vector sum of the momenta of two iodine ions
is equal to zero (within the experimental resolution). In practice this means that
for a detected particle A we search the list of additionally registered ions for a
particle B such that their momentum vectors cancel each other. This is done for
every FEL pulse. In order to calculate the momentum vectors we need to assume a
charge Q1 for ion A and a charge Q2 for ion B. If we guess wrong the momentum
conservation is likely to fail in at least one spatial coordinate. In this way we nd
the charge combinations of coincident detected pairs of ions, even if more than
one molecule has been ionized by the laser. The condence that the correct ion
pairs are assigned is estimated to be 98% for I1+ + I1+ and 80% for I7+ + I8+.

Published on 14 April 2014.

3. Ionization of I2 with intense XUV radiation
Ionization of iodine at a photon energy of 87 eV proceeds predominantly by
electron emission from the 4d shell,15 which exhibits a large cross section (more
than 10 Mb), in close analogy to the 4d giant resonance in Xe. To understand the
pathways leading to the observed charge states in I2 we rst will briey discuss the
ionization of atomic iodine. The absorption of one photon creates a 4d inner-shell
vacancy that relaxes by one or two Auger processes16 resulting in I2+ or I3+,
respectively. The cross section for ionization of I2+ is also dominated by the 4d
absorption, which initiates another Auger process leading to I4+.17 The typical
Auger decay times on the order of 20 fs are shorter than the FEL pulse duration
used here. For charge states I3+ and higher, 5p valence-shell ionization becomes
dominant increasing the charge state by only one per absorbed photon. The 5p
shell is completely depleted by the time I5+ is reached and thus the 5s shell will be
emptied. The energy needed for the transition from I6+ to I7+ is at the limit of the
photon energy of 87 eV (see Table 1), but may still be accessible due to the broad
bandwidth of the FEL. For the transition from I7+ to I8+ two photons are required
to overcome the ionization threshold, and nally, for the step from I9+ to I10+ even
three photons are needed.
For the discussion of XUV ionization of molecular I2 we again need the ionization potentials up to the highest observed charge states I216+. As the experimentally known valence ionization potential only ranges up to I22+,19 we use a
simple model to estimate the missing values. This is done by approximating the
ionization potential of just the least bound electron as this is the most relevant
one for the production of the high charge states. Molecular properties are
neglected in the following. For an iodine ion IQ+, the inuence of a neighbouring
ion IP+ (with P > Q) is taken into account by assuming that the Coulomb potential
44 | Faraday Discuss., 2014, 171, 41–56
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Table 1 The lowest ionization potentials EQ for atomic iodine IQ+ and estimated ionization
energies E0 Q for the molecule I2Q+. The latter are calculated for a ﬁxed inter-nuclear
distance of Req ¼ 5.0 a.u., i.e. that of the neutral molecule (see text). The atomic ionization
potentials are taken from ref. 18. Additionally listed are the minimum numbers of photons
(87 eV) needed for the indicated ionization step

Q+ / (Q + 1)+

EQ (eV)
IQ+ / I(Q+1)+

Photon Number

E0 Q
(eV) I2Q+ / I2(Q+1)+

Photon Number

0/1
1/2
2/3
3/4
4/5
5/6
6/7
7/8
8/9
9 / 10
10 / 11
11 / 12
12 / 13
13 / 14
14 / 15
15 / 16
16 / 17
17 / 18

10.4
19.1
29.6
40.4
51.2
74.4
87.6
150.8
171.0
197.0
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
3
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

9.35
15.7
24.4
29.7
40.2
45.5
56.3
61.6
72.4
77.7
100.9
106.2
119.4
124.7
187.9
193.2
213.4
213.4

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3

of IP+ leads to tighter bound electrons of IQ+. Thus, the binding energy of the least
bound electron of IQ+ (EQ < 0) is increased to E0 Q ¼ EQ  P/R, where R is the internuclear distance between the two ions (atomic units, a.u., are used throughout

Fig. 2 Measured charge state distributions for multiple ionization of molecular iodine
I2(Q1+Q2)+ at a low FEL intensity (1  1014 W cm2, red bars) and high intensity (3  1014
W cm2, green bars). The data are taken with XUV pulses only. The total charge state of the
molecule is inferred from the charges of coincident ion pairs IQ1+ + IQ2+. Counts of ion
pairs are plotted as a function of their sum charges. The small amount of low charge states
in the high-intensity measurement may be attributed to saturation eﬀects in the ion
detection system.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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with the electron charge, its mass and the Planck constant e ¼ me ¼ ħ ¼ 1). The
molecule is assumed to fragment into the most symmetric conguration, e.g. I25+
dissociates into I2+ + I3+. The estimated ionization potentials for the transition
I2Q+ / I2(Q+1)+ at the equilibrium inter-nuclear distance Req ¼ 5.0 a.u. are listed in
Table 1. To test the quality of our estimate we compare the experimentally
determined double-ionization potential E(I2 / I22+) ¼ (24.95  0.02) eV19 with our
calculated value of 25.05 eV from Table 1. Both are in very good agreement,
supporting our conclusions.
We will now turn to the ionization pathways in molecular I2. In analogy to
atomic iodine a single photon creates I22+ or I23+ as a result of 4d ionization and
subsequent Auger emission. We assume that a second photon interacting with
I22+ and I23+ mainly creates further 4d vacancies which again relax via Auger
decay19 leading to I24+ and I25+, respectively.
From I24+ onwards 4d inner-shell ionization is competing with valence ionization. This we conclude from the measured charge state ratios of I24+ and I25+
ions in Fig. 2, where the distributions of total molecular charge states for two
diﬀerent FEL intensities are shown. The yield of I25+ ions is enhanced because it
features two precursors. However, the exact ratio between inner-shell and valence
ionization is not known. Finally, for charge states I26+ and higher only single
valence ionization is energetically allowed, and the charge state increases by one
per photon. The highest possible charge state that can be reached by sequential
single-photon absorption events is I210+ according to our estimated ionization
potentials in Table 1. If one considers ionization of two individual atoms a

Ionization of I2 by IR laser pulses only. (a): Ion time-of-ﬂight (TOF) versus xcoordinate of the hit position on the detector (the direction along the laser polarization).
Dominant fragments originating from Coulomb explosion of multiply charged I2 are
indicated as well as protons emerging from residual-gas (H2) ionization. As the gas jet is
propagating into the negative x-direction all fragments emerging from the moving target
show a constant x-oﬀset. (b): Projection of (a) onto the TOF axis. Note that due to
technical reasons ﬂight times are sorted modulo a maximum time of 10 ms, meaning that
the I21+ peak does not appear at the expected TOF ¼ 12400 ns but at the beginning of the
spectrum (at TOF-10000 ns).
Fig. 3
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maximum charge state of I214+ is expected. From then on direct two-photon
absorption is required for further ionization. In the experiment we see a clear falloﬀ in the yield above about I212+ (Fig. 2). To reach this charge state (Q1 + Q2 ¼ 12)
the stepwise absorption of at least 8 photons is required. At rst, this may seem in
contradiction to our estimated molecular ionization potentials listed in Table 1.
There, direct two-photon absorption is required from I210+ onwards. However, it
should be recalled that these binding energies are estimated for a xed internuclear distance of Req ¼ 5.0 a.u. This assumption is not valid because ionization
oen triggers a dissociation of the molecule while more photons get absorbed
within the pulse duration. With increasing inter-nuclear distance the ionization
potential is lowered. Hence, during the course of sequential photon absorption
the electronic binding energies are expected to approach the values of individual
atoms or ions. Reaching higher charge states than expected may also be possible
due to resonantly excited intermediate states. While a direct ionization with one
photon is energetically not allowed from a certain charge state on, it might well be
possible for a previously excited ion. If the excited ion is created by a resonant
transition with large cross sections, ionization might still be very eﬃcient even
though the required energy is above the single-photon ionization threshold. This
eﬀect of resonance enhanced ionization was observed for Xe and Kr at higher
photon energies.3,4
All considerations above are made under the assumption that Auger decay has
already occurred before the next photoionization takes place. The situation is
diﬀerent if the rst 4d photoionization is followed by a second or third one before
Auger decay has happened. This way so-called hollow atoms with multiple core
holes are created, where the inner-shells are depleted.20,21 In general this requires
higher intensities, shorter pulses, or larger photon energies where longer, more
complicated Auger cascades are initiated. Therefore, we assume that these eﬀects
are negligible for our FEL pulse parameters.

4. Ionization of I2 in strong IR laser ﬁelds
While the XUV photons mainly interact with inner-shell electrons, the IR laser
eld couples most eﬀectively to the least bound electrons in the outer shells. The
eld imposes a strong perturbation on the molecule that may lead to multiphoton or tunnel ionization. The ionization dynamics of diatomic homo-nuclear
molecules in intense femtosecond IR laser pulses has been investigated intensively22–24 including I2 due to its comparably slow dissociation dynamics.22,25,26
Once a molecule is multiply ionized it will most likely dissociate while it may
absorb more IR photons that further ionize it. This accelerates the fragments
because the Coulomb repulsion increases with the charge. In the literature this
process is referred to as multi-electron dissociative ionization (MEDI).27 Analyzing
the fragments' kinetic energies gives insight into the ionization process on a time
scale that is comparable to the dissociation time. The MEDI scheme occurs only
for some molecules at certain wavelengths but fails for others.28,29 An alternative
scheme, where the ionization probability was found to be drastically enhanced at
certain inter-nuclear distances,30 is the so-called charge-resonance-enhanced
ionization (CREI).24,31 The distance for enhanced ionization of I2 is approximately
two times the equilibrium inter-nuclear distance.22
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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An overview of ion fragments measured only with the IR laser is shown in
Fig. 3. The data are recorded at a repetition rate of 10 Hz, the maximum repetition
rate of the IR laser system, and an intensity of about 3.4  1014 W cm2 (the
estimated pulse length was 80 fs). In Fig. 3a the ion times-of-ight (TOF) are
plotted against their impact position at the detector. Particles with zero initial
momentum appear at the origin of position (x ¼ 0) and at a sharp TOF dened by
the charge-to-mass ratio. Ions with a non-zero momentum along the target-point–
detector axis exhibit a change in the TOF, and those with a momentum into the
gas-jet or polarization direction are displaced along the x-position of detection.
Thus, Fig. 3a represents an image of the combined ion charge and momentum
distribution.
The molecules in the gas target are randomly oriented, but those with their
inter-nuclear axis parallel to the laser polarization are ionized most eﬃciently by
the IR laser, resulting in a predominant ion emission along this axis. This is
clearly seen in the data as dipole-like ion distributions. Assuming axial recoiling,
the original orientation can be extracted from the measured fragment emission
angles aer Coulomb explosion of the molecule. As the IR laser couples very
eﬃciently to the least bound valence electrons those from the 5p-like shells are
ionized rst. A strong indicator for this hypothesis is the charge-state distribution
showing a sharp cut-oﬀ beyond I5+, which corresponds to a completely depleted
5p shell in atomic iodine. The present intensity is suﬃcient to create fragments
up to I5+ in this transition regime between multi-photon absorption and tunnel
ionization.
The distribution of each charge state in Fig. 3(a) shows several discrete ringlike structures, with larger radii for higher charge states. The larger the radius,
the higher the energy gained from Coulomb explosion. For instance, the
distribution of I2+ ions features four rings, each from a Coulomb explosion
with one fragment being I2+. As the IR laser mostly creates dissociating

Fig. 4 Comparisons of kinetic energy release (KER) spectra obtained with single XUV (red)

and single IR pulses (green). The ﬁnal charges of coincident ions IQ1+ + IQ2+ are indicated in
brackets (Q1, Q2). The XUV pulses were roughly 60 fs long and the intensity was 1  1014
W cm2. The estimated IR intensity is about 3  1014 W cm2.
48 | Faraday Discuss., 2014, 171, 41–56
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molecules with at least one neutral fragment,12 the lowest energy and thus the
innermost ring corresponds to the fragmentation channel I2+ + I0, the next outer
one to I2+ + I1+, and so forth.
For fragments with charge states up to I4+ a maximum in the centre of each
Coulomb-explosion ring (see Fig. 3) is visible, which is due to fragments with very
low kinetic energies. This is only possible for fragmentation into a multiply
charged ion and a neutral atom. At rst glance this might be surprising, because
the symmetric channels are energetically more favourable. However, for short
pulses and at high intensities the IR eld bends the molecular potential such that
tunnelling ionization leads to asymmetrically charged fragments.22,26 In addition,
we cannot exclude that these events are partly due to a weak pre-pulse or pedestal
of the IR pulse that leads to dissociation before the main IR pulse impinges.
Energetically, only two 1.55 eV photons are needed to dissociate the neutral I2
molecule.
Distributions of total ion kinetic energies (KER) obtained with single IR and
single XUV pulses are shown in Fig. 4 for various nal charge-state combinations. In the following, coincident ion pairs will be denoted as (Q1, Q2) instead
of IQ1+ +IQ2+. For the IR data, the KER spectra of the fragmentation channels
(1, 1) and (2, 2) are clearly shied towards lower values compared to the XUV
case. This indicates that also in the IR pulse the charging-up occurs stepwise
over a time period that is comparable to the pulse length (80 fs). The molecule
is already in the progress of dissociation at the moment when the nal charge
state is reached resulting in a less energetic Coulomb explosion and, thus, a
smaller KER. In fact, several IR photons are needed to reach (1, 1), while a
single XUV photon is suﬃcient. Because the (1, 1) channel is a precursor of
(2, 2) a similar trend for the KER peak is expected for the (2, 2) channel. In
principle, the same argumentation holds for the channels (1, 2) and (2, 3).
However, here the IR and XUV spectra share their low-energetic cut-oﬀ, indicating a slightly delayed population of the nal charge states for the XUV
pulses as well. This can be explained again with a sequential, stepwise
absorption of two XUV photons during the FEL pulse. Some of the XUV created
KER spectra are signicantly broader than those for the IR (Fig. 4b and 4c). At
the present stage we can only speculate about the possible reason. It might be
that the time-delayed emission of Auger electrons aer XUV inner valence
ionization causes this broadening. While the (1, 1) state is produced aer the
rst Auger decay, the second Auger emission leads to the creation of (1, 2). The
exponential nature of the delayed Auger emission may cause a broadening in
the case that dissociation has already started before the second Auger decay
happens. If the decay occurs very fast we expect a high KER, if it lives longer the
KER is small.

5. IR–XUV pump–probe results
Having introduced the ionization mechanisms in single XUV and single IR pulses
we now turn to the discussion of the IR–XUV pump–probe results. The intensity of
the IR pulse is identical to that used for the measurement discussed in the
previous chapter, and the intensity of the XUV pulses is roughly 3  1014 W cm2.
The already introduced spectra of ion TOF versus hit position on the detector are
presented in Fig. 5 for the two cases of IR-early (top) and IR-late (bottom).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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TOF versus the x-position on the detector for (a) when the IR pulse arrives before
the XUV pulse and (b) the IR is later than the XUV pulse.

Published on 14 April 2014.

Fig. 5

If the IR pulse arrives rst it eﬃciently initiates the dissociation of the molecule. Thus, the laser polarisation determines the emission direction of the coincident fragments. Therefore, the dipole-shaped emission pattern along the
polarization axis is preserved even aer interaction with the XUV pulse. This is
true for all charge states including those that are out of reach with the IR laser
only as shown in Fig. 5a. If the XUV pulse arrives rst, the emission characteristic
is almost spherically symmetric. This is expected because the XUV ionization
cross-section is roughly independent of the molecular alignment. For small
charge states the emission characteristic remains partially dipole-like because
some of those events are created with the IR pulse alone.
The delay-dependent KER spectra for symmetric or almost symmetric coincidence channels are shown in Fig. 6. All time-independent, horizontal features are
created within a single pulse, either XUV or IR, and the time-dependent traces
stem from the joint interaction of both pulses, XUV and IR. They show a
decreasing KER as the delay gets larger, nally converging to an asymptotic value.
This is due to the creation of intermediate charge states (Q1i, Q2i) along with
dissociation of the molecule aer the pump pulse. Both ions move apart until the
probe pulse further ionizes the system promoting it onto a steeper Coulomb curve
belonging to the nal charge states (Q1f, Q2f). The longer the delay the smaller the
energy gain on the steeper potential energy curve gets. For very large delays the
measured KER is equal to that of the intermediate or precursor state (Q1i, Q2i).
Thus, the time-dependent traces allow us to reconstruct the full reaction pathway
from the neutral molecule to the intermediate state aer the pump pulse (Q1i,
Q2i), as well as from this precursor state to the nal Coulomb explosion channel
(Q1f, Q2f) aer the probe pulse. Also shown in Fig. 6 are expected KER values for
50 | Faraday Discuss., 2014, 171, 41–56
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Fig. 6 Delay-dependent KER spectra for the (more) symmetric coincidence channels as
indicated along with their projection onto the delay axis. Negative delays denote the case
of a preceding IR pulse and positive values stand for a delayed IR pulse. Expected kinetic
energy releases calculated with the Coulomb-explosion model are superimposed (grey
dashed lines) for channels shown on the right side in order to identify the corresponding
precursor states of each coincidence channel.

various fragmentation channels. These values are calculated assuming purely
Coulombic potential energy curves KER ¼ ECoul ¼ (Q1$Q2)/R (in atomic units). For
example, for the instantaneous ionization I2 / (1, 2) at the equilibrium internuclear distance Req ¼ 5.0 a.u. the expected KER is 11 eV.
We now discuss the case of negative delays where the IR pulse is preceding.
From Fig. 6 we conclude that for the coincidence channels (1, 2) and (2, 2) only
low-energy precursors with one neutral fragment are involved. As a delayed XUV
pulse will always increase the charge state of one of the fragments by two, the
most likely pathway for the production of channel (1, 2) is via (1, 0) and for (2, 2)
via (2, 0):
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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IR

XUV

IR

XUV

I2 ! ð1; 0Þ ! ð1; 2ÞI2 ! ð2; 0Þ ! ð2; 2Þ
The higher nal charge states, (2, 3) and (3, 3), feature neutral and charged
precursor states as indicated in Fig. 6c and 6d, respectively. The precursors with a
neutral fragment are assigned as above. The charged precursors are identied
using the Coulomb explosion model to be (1, 2) and (1, 1), respectively. Thus the
spectra with preceding IR laser can be summarized in the following way:
IR

XUV

IR

XUV

IR

XUV

IR

XUV

I2 ! ð2; 1Þ ! ð2; 3ÞI2 ! ð2; 0Þ ! ð2; 3Þ
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I2 ! ð1; 1Þ ! ð3; 3ÞI2 ! ð1; 0Þ ! ð3; 3Þ
For a preceding XUV pulse the spectra are analyzed in exactly the same way, but
neutral precursors can be neglected. The delay-dependent part of the nal
channel (1, 2) for instance is reached by producing the precursor (1, 1) and
subsequent removal of a further electron by the IR probe. Similarly, (2, 2) is
created via the main precursor (1, 2) with a weak contribution from the precursor
(1, 1). Interestingly the channel (2, 3) does only show a single precursor, (2, 2),
while the next higher coincidence channel (3, 3) again features two precursors.
The question arises why (1, 2), the second possible precursor of (2, 3), is missing.
Interestingly, in several cases the IR laser eﬀectively ionizes already singly or
doubly charged fragments created by XUV absorption, as can be seen e.g. in
Fig. 6b and 6c, where a (1, 1) precursor contributes to the channel (2, 2), or the
intermediate (2, 2) state leads to (3, 3) aer the IR pulse (Fig. 6d). The XUV innervalence ionized molecular ion or, correspondingly, the ionic fragments may
remain in a highly excited state which are easily further ionized by the IR pulse.
The results demonstrate that delayed ionization by the IR laser is a very eﬃcient

Fig. 7 Delay-dependent KER spectra for the asymmetric coincidence channels (1, 3) and
(1, 4) and their projections onto the delay axis. Possible precursor charge states are indicated as dashed lines.
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process, because it clearly dominates the ion yield of the delay-dependent KER
spectra in Fig. 6. However, this trend of an increased ion yield at positive delays is
only present for the more symmetric break-up channels and only up to a certain
degree of ionization. For already highly charged molecular ions the IR laser
intensity is not suﬃcient anymore to strip oﬀ further electrons, in particular if all
electrons are removed from the 5p shell (beyond I5+).
As mentioned, the asymmetric channels exhibit an opposite behaviour with a
decrease of the ion yield for positive delays (XUV early). This is shown in Fig. 7,
where the delay-dependent KER spectra are plotted for the coincidence channels
(1, 3) and (1, 4). From this we draw the conclusion that delayed ionization by the
IR laser favours the production of symmetric charge-state distributions. An IR
pulse, which couples best to outer-shell electrons, will thus not create asymmetric
charge states, except for very strong elds, when the molecular potential is bent so
strongly that the asymmetric break-up gets energetically more favourable than the
symmetric.22 Furthermore, even for large positive delays, where the iodine ions
are considered as separated, the IR laser does not create asymmetric charge
states. If for instance the XUV pulse ionizes I2 into (1, 2) and the separated ionic
fragments are placed into the IR eld the number of photons needed to remove
another electron from I+ is much smaller than that for I2+. Therefore the creation
of (1, 3) compared to (2, 2) is suppressed. This explanation is valid for the creation
of all asymmetric charge states. By contrast, if the XUV pulse arrives late, a single
photon is suﬃcient to even doubly ionize either of the ions and thus asymmetric
charge states are created.

Fig. 8 Yield diﬀerence (in arbitrary units) between the two situations of a preceding IR and
a successive IR pulse (with respect to the XUV pulse) as a function of Q1 and Q2. A value
larger than zero means that the corresponding channel (Q1, Q2) exhibits a larger yield if
the IR comes ﬁrst, and vice versa. For better visibility the distribution is symmetrized with
respect to the diagonal Q1 ¼ Q2.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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We conclude with an overview of our results and by providing an answer to the
question whether higher charge states are reached for ionization of the bound
molecule or two separated atoms. The role of the preceding IR pulse is to prepare
two isolated neutrals or low charged ions by dissociating the molecule while the
subsequent intense XUV pulse produces the high charge states. Thus, depending
on whether the IR comes before of aer the XUV pulse, we create a situation which
allows us to compare the response of isolated atoms or ions with that of a
molecule irradiated by exactly the same intense XUV pulse.
Our ndings are summarized in Fig. 8, where the yield diﬀerences between the
two situations IR-early and XUV-early are shown for all coincidence channels (Q1,
Q2). The region of low charge states is clearly dominated by a preceding XUV
pulse. Asymmetric and very high charge states are produced more eﬀectively if the
IR laser arrives rst and dissociates the molecule prior to the removal of additional electrons by the XUV.
In conclusion, we reached the highest charge states in our experiment aer
dissociation of iodine into separated atoms or ions. This is in contrast to observations with large Xe clusters, where a signicant enhancement of XUV absorption was found in comparison to monomers due to collective eﬀects that
contribute to cluster ionization.32 For a system with only two constituents, like the
I2 molecule, such collective phenomena are not active, and the more intuitive
picture of individual atoms is still valid.
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